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I. Title White Collection, 1743-1917.

II. The papers of Stephen White, Dyer White, Charles A. White, George E. White, Oliver S. White, Thomas H. White, Seth P. Staples, Sam. J. Hitchcock deposited in the library by D.L. Jacobus G.E. Thompson & the White Brothers as a gift.

III. Linear feet of shelf space occupied: 7 ft
Approximate number of items: 7772

IV. Restrictions: none

V. Literary rights of the unpublished writings of in these papers, and in other collections of papers in the custody of the New Haven Colony Historical Society Library, have been dedicated to the New Haven Colony Historical Society.

VI. Press release was issued on

VII. Biographical note: see cover sheets of MSS 62A--62D, also MSS 62D, III:I.

Additional manuscript material:
New Haven County Superior Court Documents, MSS3 (N.H.C.H.S.)
MSS of contemporaries of Dyer White and Henry White
New Haven County Superior Court MSS--State Library
New Haven County Probate Court, microfilm (N.H.C.H.S.)
also at Yale:
White MSS, Staples MSS, Hitchcock MSS, Twining MSS,
Leffingwell MSS--Yale Manuscripts and Archives; Yale Law Library; Beinecke Library

VIII. Analysis:
The collection is subdivided according to the individual who generated it, within these subdivisions ("Papers") it is arranged by subject and then alphabetically and /or chronologically. Some of the documents have index slips which are grouped at the end of the folder. For additional information see the cover sheets of MSS 62A--62D.

The containers are numbered in Roman numerals; within each container the folders are lettered consecutively [II:B--Box II: folder B]. The title and subject heading appears in the upper left hand corner and the dates in the right hand.
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